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Product Intro 

Company Intro

MKR is an industrial chic addition to any environment. It provides 

ergonomic, thoughtful, user driven designs to account for all work styles 

and atmospheres. The ability to dress up or dress down the overall 

aesthetic with different material selection allows designers to customize 

MKR to fit their desired palette. A variety of curated materials provides 

nearly endless aesthetic possibilities. 

Formaspace Contract pushes the boundaries between form and 

function. We want each piece of customizable furniture to fit in 

flawlessly with the designer's aesthetic while also offering a utilitarian 

functionality. Since 1981, FSC has continued to lead the custom 

manufacturing and contract furniture sector with new and innovative 

designs, agility in fabrication, and efficient delivery all from our 

headquarters in Austin, TX. 

Product Description

MKR boasts simplicity in design and honesty in materials while bringing 

a unique industrial look into the traditional office space. It provides 

options for both an open office design or more privacy and separation 

when needed. The steel frame and durable surface material options 

allow MKR to be used in a variety of applications. The modular design of 

the componentry and supporting elements gives users the ability to 

configure a workspace that fits the specific needs of their work 

environments. SHLTR can provide light scale, simple, personal 

workspaces, built out to provide more traditional group work 

environments, or built up to create private work enclaves within an 

open office layout. Due to this versatility, it can even be red list free if 

needed.



Specs & Pricing Company Overview 

Formaspace Contract now has a permanent showroom at the MART 

showcasing our signature products and manufacturing capabilities. We 

strive to continue to be a reputable source for designers, furniture 

representatives, and all types of businesses that want customizable 

options, innovative fabrication and efficient production. 

Product Overview

Designer Acknowledgement

The Formaspace Contract manufacturing facility works to create 

products in the most efficient and environmentally conscious way 

possible. Utilizing the quality resources, sourcing local when available 

and streamlining the co-creation process all contribute to the cleanest, 

honest, and most transparent manufacturing procedures. The MKR 

system is designed and manufactured to be sustainable and 

eco-friendly with options given to the user to select the most 

environmentally sound materials. Considering the MKR can be 

rearranged and moved easily makes this system reusable with endless 

opportunities for flexible workspaces.
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Contact Info

Paneling starts at $1.2k/each,
the desks at $2k,

and the SHLTR at $8k list.
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